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Matthew Hopkins, Jordan Seavey, TJ Witham,
Geoffrey Decas, and Terri Gabriel
in The Deepest Play Ever
(© Brandon Wolcott)
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[Ed. Note: This is the first in a series of TM review roundups of shows
in the 10th annual New York International Fringe Festival.]

*****************

The Deepest Play Ever is overly ambitious, often hilarious, somewhat
pretentious, and dynamically performed. In short, it's a perfect show for
the New York International Fringe Festival. The production boasts a
hodge-podge of literary and pop culture influences -- most notably
Brecht's Mother Courage, Marlowe's The Tragical History of Doctor
Faustus, and such films as Night of the Living Dead.

Written by Geoffrey Decas and presented by Collaboration Town, the
show is set in the near future, during the fifth World War. Mother
LaMadre (Chinasa Ogbuagu) -- accompanied by her three children
Swiss Cheese (TJ Witham), KitKat (Boo Killebrew), and Golden Calf
(Christopher Ouellette) -- is on a mission to collect all  of the remaining
books left in the world. Her tale converges with that of Dalvador Sali
(Decas), a loser who makes a Faustian pact with Mephistopholis,
represented by a large red puppet protruding from actor Jordan
Seavey's pants. There are a number of additional subplots, but it would
take too long to go into them all.

The 16 cast members, directed by Ryan Purcell, throw themselves full-
heartedly into the show. Decas' deconstructive script combines
Elizabethan language and verse with Brechtian song and dance
numbers, not to mention battles with zombies. It could certainly use

some trimming, particularly in the monologues delivered by Mother LaMadre and the show's narrator, Time (Phillip
Taratula). But The Deepest Play Ever is still fun to watch.

-- D.B.

*******************

Although ex-police officer Michael Tester is no Oscar Wilde, he understands that earnestness sparked with wit can
be entertaining. The combination works through most of his perhaps too cutely titled Blue Balls, the autobiographical
tale of what led up to his joining the New York Police Department, then leaving the force and deciding to re-commit
himself to his first love, the theater. The piece is an illustrated stand-up routine with writer-performer Tester in the
center and actors CJ Dion, Alexandra Bosquet, and Vincent Ortega dervishing around him as they play everyone
else in his life.

A gay man with several cops hanging on his family tree, Tester recounts his childhood and adolescence (when he
was just no good at throwing a ball), his decision to follow his predecessors into police work (although his father was
a professional clown), and the unexpected incident that led him, after surviving the police academy, to be ostracized
by his colleagues (except for a number of lesbian officers). During a street dispute between his partner and a Muslim
vendor, Tester seemingly froze, and he never recovered his reputation.

This was the end of one brief career and perhaps the beginning of another, although Tester's success as a
playwright and performer is questionable at the moment. He has some fun sharing the early part of his story; "I don't
do drugs, because my reality is distorted enough," he says during a job interview. The dispute and aftermath
sequences are less assured, and whether or not Tester can play anyone other than his giddy self remains to be
seen. The troupers circling him, directed by Rye Mullis, are required to change personality and costumes
(coordinated by Timothy J. Conway) in green-apple-quick time -- and they couldn't be funnier at it. Tester's moral
lesson, eventually stated explicitly, is that we should all treat each other nicely. You can't argue with that!

-- D.F.

*******************

Teresa Willis is a self-described "civil rights child." Growing up in Kentucky during the turbulent 1960s, she owned a
desegregated Barbie doll collection, befriended the one black girl her age at the skating rink, and bonded with the
African-American piano tuner who tickled the ivories while she danced "like a little, white, spastic puppet." Eenie  
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Meanie, written and performed by Willis, is a humorous and at times moving account of one white woman's complex
relationship to issues of race and racism.

The solo show gets off to a bit of a rough start. Willis bounds in, employing a cartoonish and cringe-inducing "child"
voice meant to convey that she's playing a five-year-old. But as the piece moves forward in time, her voice matures
and her mannerisms become less caricatured. More importantly, Willis' perspective on race shifts as her worldview
evolves; wide-eyed wonder gives way to a naïve empathy, to an indifference born of self-absorption, to shame, to
fetishization, and more.

Willis isn't afraid to display her own shortcomings in the stories she tells. In one sequence, she talks about the terror
she experienced when an unknown black man approached her just prior to curfew during the time of the L.A. riots.
Later, she argues passionately with her father about his bigoted attitude toward African-American families at a
relative's graduation ceremony; at the same time, she is not open with him about her own three-year relationship with
a woman because she fears alienating him. Willis' perspectives are contradictory, flawed, and all too human. The
writer-performer demonstrates the power of ingrained social attitudes even as she aspires, with intermittent success,
to overcome them.

-- D.B.

*******************

There are two ways to write a musical about 1890s French music-hall performer Joseph Pujol, whose specialty was
breaking wind musically -- yes, you read that right! -- and whose imitations of myriad everyday sounds delighted the
Moulin Rouge set for a while. The first approach would be going for broad comedy pretty much as did Aristophanes,
who in 400 B.C. was delighted to tell a fart joke or two. The alternative way of presenting the curiously talented
garçon would be with the elegance and sophistication that Cole Porter brought to a tuner. (It was Porter, with
librettist-director Abe Burrows, who ran up the Montmartre-based Can-Can.)

The creators of The Fartiste, about a can that really can, have gone the Porter-Burrows route. Unfortunately, the
results pretty much come across as, well, canned. This retelling of the Pujol story -- the man's quirky history is
followed closely here -- pays such fealty to traditional musical comedy that one of songwriter Michael Roberts' tunes,
"Give 'Em What They Want," bears just about the same title as the opening number of Dirty Rotten Scoundrels and
makes the same cynical showbiz point. Although the show's subject matter is offbeat (and hollowly titillating, as so
much Fringe Festival fare has been since Urinetown), the treatment that Roberts and book writer Charles Schulman
have given it remains relentlessly uninspired. The only clever fillip is having Pujol (Kevin Kraft) squat and gyrate while
Steven Scott, a very special special-effects man, stands at a stage left microphone and provides Pujol's output.

Although a good deal of money has already been put into The Fartiste -- Le Petomane was how Pujol was actually
billed -- and director John Gould Rubin is clearly striving to give the show the old ooh-la-la, its only other virtues at
the moment are emcee Nick Wyman's oomph and Kraft's game efforts. Otherwise, this oddball can-can can't.

-- D.F. 
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